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UPDATES: The Grail  

• ILT Letter—please see in your packet.  Basically, ILT would like the listed US Grail members to 
be approved by US Council to serve in the roles indicated.  ILT needs the decision by 4/25. 

• Finances—based on the expected donations to National and also the anticipated expenses 
through June 30, we have asked Finance Committee to recommend Council approve a 
transfer of funds from the general portfolio to the national checking account of $40,000. So far 
3/5 have voted to recommend. Hope to have all 5 responses by this meeting. 

• International report—The office is working with Tina as ICRep to complete the annual report to 
be submitted to the ILT in May.  

• Bartlett—Have the report in hand.  Will send it out to you via email—trying to figure out how to 
do that securely (has a LOT of secure financial info on it). I have a call in to Kelly as she did it 
before and can advise. 

• Bartlett II—Bartlett reps confirmed that there are no steps to take yet in re Ukraine War.  Our 
stocks have not been severely impacted, and our investments are conservative with an eye to 
long term vs quick returns. I also asked about nuclear energy.  Here is her response: Thanks 
for your patience as I dug into the portfolio to answer your question. I checked on the product 
involvement levels in each fund for nuclear energy. A few of the funds do have a very low 
percentage of involvement in nuclear energy: 

• iShares ESG 1-5 Yr Bond – 1.96% 
• iShares ESG US Aggregate Bond – 1.08% 
• TIAA-CREF Core Impact Bond – 4.56% 
• Calvert International Equity – 4.07% 

 
We know this is a hotly debated topic, but nuclear energy (not weapons) does seem to be 
good low-carbon form of energy. It produces carbon-free electricity along with low quantities of 
toxic waste. 

• Bartlett III—authorized signers packet done and accounts updated. I have begun the process 
of creating standing orders for the “regular” international recipients (for example, Training for 
Transformations, South Africa). Once the applications are set, I will provide a list to Council so 
that we all know what they are. 
 

UPDATES: Cornwall 
• RMM is having volunteer days and we have posted these in NGN in hopes some local 

members might take part. 
• The approved major maintenance work at Cornwall is moving forward.   
• Still waiting to hear what The Grail is responsible for in re the latest fire inspection. 

 
UPDATES: Loveland 

• Drees—the P&Z public forum was as expected. Two local Grail members spoke out against 
the sale as is their right. On the 12th, we hosted a group of 4 (non Grail members) representing 
the group hoping to stop the sale. For nearly 3 hours they walked the land and asked 
questions and LISTENED to what The Grail is: its future, its past, its process, and why we are 
where we are today.  

• Drees II—As this process moves forward, it is important that The Grail honor its agreement 
with Drees even as we recognize that some individual Grail members prefer a different 
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outcome. Remember, 78% of members voted for sale…and to be clear, there were indeed 
several members who indicated sale to a developer as their top choice. To that end, Drees has 
asked for a letter to come from GVIC expressing support for the project as we agreed to, prior 
to the next P&Z meeting on May 4th. Council can go one of two ways: 1) a formal letter of 
support from Council for the Drees plan, or 2) a document from The Grail outlining all the steps 
GVIC took between schools backing out and Council approval of the Drees plan—showing the 
thoroughness of the process. Ideally it is one letter doing both things. 

• Major Maintenance at Grailville moves forward with the skylight covered by a clear tarp and the 
gravel drive re-do on the schedule for this week. 

• Photo-scanning—Diamond (one of The Crew) is rocking this project out, however we did NOT 
get the scanning grant. We are waiting to see if we get the summer Crew grant submitted b/c if 
so that money can be used for scanning efforts. 

• The Summer Crew (technically the Summer Young Adult Work Initiative—but it really needed a 
new name, so The Crew) starts up again 1st week of May—several young ladies from last year 
are coming back this year excited about the new education components being offered. We 
have confirmed that Amy Bailey (local handywoman) will teach 6 sessions on basic home/apt 
care and repairs, Kathy (our accountant) will teach 3 sessions on financial literacy, Brian (our 
groundskeeping service) will teach one session on using landscaping equipment, and we are 
leaving the other sessions open so that The Crew members can decide what they would like 
most to learn. 

• About 35 trees are coming to Grailville via the tree planting project the local high school’s 
environmental club is running. Mary Lu has marked out where these will go to extend 
reforestation efforts. 

 
Decisions Needed:   

• Approve transfer of $40,000 from general portfolio to checking account 
• Approve US Grail members to serve per ILT letter 
• Approve creation of public letter/document in re the Drees plan for southside 


